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Need another word that means the same as “plenty”? Find 49 synonyms and 30 related
words for “plenty” in this overview.
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The synonyms of “Plenty” are: batch, deal, flock, good deal, great deal, hatful,
heap, lot, mass, mess, mickle, mint, mountain, muckle, passel, peck, pile, pot, raft,
sight, slew, spate, stack, tidy sum, wad, plenitude, plenteousness, plentifulness,
plentitude, prosperity, affluence, wealth, opulence, comfort, well-being, luxury,
enough, very much, much, by a considerable amount, considerably, substantially,
appreciably, significantly, markedly, seriously, materially, signally, profoundly

Plenty as a Noun

Definitions of "Plenty" as a noun

According to the Oxford Dictionary of English, “plenty” as a noun can have the following
definitions:

(often followed by `of') a large number or amount or extent.
A full supply.
A situation in which food and other necessities are available in sufficiently large
quantities.
A large number or amount or extent.

https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199571123.001.0001/acref-9780199571123
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Synonyms of "Plenty" as a noun (36 Words)

affluence Abundant wealth.
A sign of our growing affluence.

batch A collection of things or persons to be handled together.
This should be run as a batch program from the process directory.

comfort A freedom from financial difficulty that promotes a comfortable state.
He is a man who enjoys his comfort.

deal The set of hands dealt to the players.
A deal of trouble.

flock A large number or crowd of people.
A flock of sheep.

good deal That which is pleasing or valuable or useful.
great deal A person who has achieved distinction and honor in some field.
hatful (often followed by `of’) a large number or amount or extent.

https://grammartop.com/flock-synonyms
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heap An untidy collection of objects placed haphazardly on top of each other.
We have heaps of room.

lot The choice resulting from deciding something by lot.
An inefficient lot our Council.

luxury Something that is an indulgence rather than a necessity.
They actually had the luxury of a whole day together.

mass A musical setting for a Mass.
The masterly distribution of masses.

mess A meal eaten in a mess hall by service personnel.
The economy is still in a terrible mess.

mickle A large amount.

mint The leaves of a mint plant used fresh or candied.
He made a mint on the stock market.

mountain
A large natural elevation of the earth’s surface rising abruptly from the
surrounding level; a large steep hill.
We set off down the mountain.

muckle (often followed by `of’) a large number or amount or extent.

opulence Great wealth or luxuriousness.
Rooms of spectacular opulence.

passel A large group of people or things.
A passel of journalists.

peck A large number or amount or extent.
A fatherly peck on the cheek.

pile
Fine soft dense hair (as the fine short hair of cattle or deer or the wool of
sheep or the undercoat of certain dogs.
A Victorian Gothic pile.

plenitude The condition of being full or complete.
The plenitude of the Pope s powers.

plenteousness A full supply.
plentifulness A large number or amount or extent.
plentitude A full supply.

prosperity An economic state of growth with rising profits and full employment.
A long period of peace and prosperity.

raft
A foundation (usually on soft ground) consisting of an extended layer of
reinforced concrete.
Great rafts of cormorants often 5 000 strong.

https://grammartop.com/heap-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/mass-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/mountain-synonyms
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sight
A person or thing having a ridiculous, repulsive, or dishevelled
appearance.
She offered to show me the sights.

slew A violent or uncontrollable sliding movement.
A slew of journalists.

spate A sudden flood in a river.
A spate of attacks on holidaymakers.

stack
A set of storage locations that store data in such a way that the most
recently stored item is the first to be retrieved.
A stack of boxes.

tidy sum Receptacle that holds odds and ends (as sewing materials.

wealth
The state of being rich and affluent; having a plentiful supply of material
goods and money.
Great wealth is not a sign of great intelligence.

well-being A contented state of being happy and healthy and prosperous.

https://grammartop.com/slew-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/stack-synonyms
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Usage Examples of "Plenty" as a noun

Such natural phenomena as famine and plenty.
It must have cost plenty.
There was plenty of food for everyone.

Plenty as an Adverb

Definitions of "Plenty" as an adverb

According to the Oxford Dictionary of English, “plenty” as an adverb can have the following
definitions:

Used to emphasize the degree of something.
As much as necessary.

https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199571123.001.0001/acref-9780199571123
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Synonyms of "Plenty" as an adverb (13 Words)

appreciably To an appreciable extent; considerably.
An appreciably higher risk.

by a considerable amount In reserve; not for immediate use.

considerably
By a notably large amount or to a notably large extent;
greatly.
A considerably higher density.

enough To a moderate degree; fairly.
I can get there easily enough.

markedly To an extent which is clearly noticeable; significantly.
New diagnoses have increased markedly since 1998.
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materially In a significant way; considerably.
A materially and culturally rich area.

much To a very great degree or extent.
She was very much interested.

profoundly To a profound extent; extremely.
He profoundly altered the whole course of my life.

seriously
To a degree that is significant or worrying.
Do you seriously believe that I would jeopardize my career by
such acts.

signally In a signal manner.
Signally inappropriate methods.

significantly
In a sufficiently great or important way as to be worthy of
attention.
He paused significantly.

substantially In a strong substantial way.
Profits grew substantially.

very much Precisely so.

Usage Examples of "Plenty" as an adverb

I've had plenty, thanks.
She has plenty more ideas.

https://grammartop.com/profoundly-synonyms
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Associations of "Plenty" (30 Words)

abundance
The state or condition of having a copious quantity of something;
plentifulness.
Estimates of the abundance of harp seals.

abundant Present in great quantity.
An abundant supply of water.

affluence Abundant wealth.
A sign of our growing affluence.

affluent An affluent person a person who is financially well off.
The so called emerging affluents.

bountifulness The property of copious abundance.

bounty
A sum paid for killing or capturing a person or animal.
They do not qualify for their bounty because they have spent insufficient
time at summer camp.

https://grammartop.com/affluent-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/bounty-synonyms
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considerably By a notably large amount or to a notably large extent; greatly.
A considerably higher density.

copious Affording an abundant supply.
She took copious notes.

fertility
The ratio of live births in an area to the population of that area; expressed
per 1000 population per year.
Improve the soil fertility by adding compost.

galore In abundance.
Daffodils galore.

lavishly In a wasteful manner.
A lavishly decorated room.

lot Divide into lots as of land for example.
Nineteen lots failed to sell.

luxurious Displaying luxury and furnishing gratification to the senses.
A luxurious wallow in a scented bath.

many The majority of people.
A good many.

mellowness Kindheartedness through maturity or old age.
A mellowness of light and shade not attainable in marble.

much To a great extent; a great deal.
I m not there much.

multiplicity The property of being multiple.
The demand for higher education depends on a multiplicity of factors.

opulent Wealthy.
His more opulent tenants.

outnumber Be more numerous than.
Women outnumbered men by three to one.

overflow Overflow with a certain feeling.
The waiting area was overflowing.

plenitude An abundance.
The plenitude of the Pope s powers.

plenteous Plentiful.
A plenteous grape harvest.

plentiful Existing in or yielding great quantities; abundant.
Rhinoceroses were once plentiful here.

plentitude A full supply.

https://grammartop.com/copious-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/luxurious-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/opulent-synonyms
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profuse (of a person) extravagant.
They are profuse in hospitality.

profusion An abundance or large quantity of something.
The profusion of detail.

prosperity The state of being prosperous.
A long period of peace and prosperity.

richness The quality of having high intrinsic value.
He praised the richness of the soil.

stacked Having a large bosom and pleasing curves.
An operating system that allows for stacked jobs.

substantially In a strong substantial way.
The price went up substantially.

https://grammartop.com/profuse-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/stacked-synonyms

